NATIONAL MUSIC ROLL COMPANY
ST. JOHNSVILLE, N.Y.

MUSIC PROGRAM 398

The LATEST and BEST in Music

1 Susquehanna Home—Fox T.
2 I Can't Get the One I Want—Fox Trot
3 When the Morning Comes—Waltz
4 Superstitious Blues—Fox Trot
5 The Doodle-um Blues—Fox T.
6 Please—Fox Trot
7 Moonlight Memories—Waltz
8 I Wanna Jazz Some More—Fox Trot
9 Hard Boiled Rose—Waltz
10 Clementine—Fox Trot

PEERLESS ROLLS

“Seldom Seen Rolls”
Something for the lately inactive Kansas City Heart of America Chapter. Can you remember where and when these good times took place?

There are no captions. This is not a contest. There are no prizes. Just something for a little fun.

Let's hope we can all get back together in 2021.
The Lady Liberty Chapter had a virtual chapter meeting on December 12, 2020 with Ian Fraser hosting. The Chapter announcement/flyer to the right has the sketch of this remarkable young man. Besides giving all of us a virtual tour of the house and instruments, Ian performed on his specialty: theatre organ consoles.

The “Zoom” software technology works quite well and is easily adaptable to chapter meetings and musical tours. This technology works so well, this AMICA chapter, coordinating with the Carousel Organ Association of America (COAA), is producing monthly presentations and tours under the “Wonders of Mechanical Music” banner. While we are looking forward to our traditional chapter meetings, these “virtual” meetings have opened an interesting form of assembly and mechanical music enjoyment that is likely to continue beyond the COVID pandemic.

Here is a snapshot of the music machines in the Fraser household that Ian shared with us.
1920’s Brewster Player Piano

Unknown Swiss music box

J.H. Heller Swiss Music Box

1881 Celestina - Mechanical Orguinette Company of New York

1918 Edison C-150 Diamond Disc Phonograph

Behind the scenes with Ian Fraser speaking to the camera